
HEARING PROTECTION & CLEAR COMMUNICATIONS
FOR THE TACTICAL PROFESSIONAL

EARPRO OFFERS SIDE-MOUNT ADAPTERS THAT FIT MOST POPULAR
RADIO MODELS USED BY TACTICAL PROFESSIONALS INCLUDING:

EARPRO ACCESSORIES

COMMEAR®
COMFORT(EP1)

Open design doesn’t
block the ear canal,
allowing for hearing of
normal ambient sounds
and uncompromised
directional hearing.

COMMEAR®
BOOST (EP2)

Adjustable stem extends
further into the ear
canal, allowing for lower
radio volumes which
protect against potential
hearing loss.

3.5mm threaded plug
adapter compatible with:
HT750 and GP Series
radio models.

SIDE-MOUNT
ADAPTER (EA17*)

Hirose adapter compatible
with: HT1000, XTS Series,
ASTRO Series, and MTX
Series radio models.

SIDE-MOUNT
ADAPTER (EA76*)

3.5mm threaded plug, quick-disconnect adapter compatible with:
HT100, XTS Series, ASTRO Series, and MTX Series radio models.

SIDE-MOUNT ADAPTER (EA6HR*)

®

WORLD-CLASS HEARING PRODUCTS FOR THOSE WHO DEMAND THE
ABSOLUTE BEST. FOR PROFESSIONALS, BY PROFESSIONALS.

www.surefire.com/earpro • 800.828.8809

*For a complete list of compatible radios go to www.surefire.com/earpro
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Especially to the pros who use them on a daily basis: police officers, machinists,
military personnel—anyone whose job, or survival, depends on hearing vital communications.

At EarPro® by SureFire®, we listen carefully to our customers. And we engineer and build
our products accordingly. Chalk it up to our obsession with producing gear that can withstand
worst-case scenarios. Engineered for performance, designed for comfort, and built to withstand the
rigors of day-to-day use.

THE KEY TO GREAT
HEARING PRODUCTS IS
LISTENING & BEING HEARD.

EARPRO RADIO COMMUNICATION WIRE SYSTEMS:
DON’T MISS A SINGLE WORD

EarPro wire systems provide the ultimate combination of clarity, durability, and reliability,
designed and manufactured to meet the demanding needs of tactical professionals. Communications
go directly from your radio into your ear, so you hear every word and eliminate the possibility of others
overhearing your important messages. An EarPro wire system also allows for lower radio volumes to
be used, which can help guard against gradual hearing loss.

A professional single-cable system featuring an
electronic ear coil (EA50) with direct-connect speaker
that enhances voice frequenciesand ensures crystal-clear,
covert incoming communications. Outgoing transmissions
are equally clear, thanks to a water-resistant, high-gain
mic operated by the radio side-mount’s PTT button.

A professional inline single-cable system featuring
an electronic ear coil (EA50) with direct-connect speaker
for crystal-clear, covert incoming communications. An
omni-directional mic, encased in a water-resistant
aluminum pod with a PTT for fingertip control, ensures
outgoing transmissions are equally clear.

EP220 INLINE PUSH-TO-TALK (PTT) RADIO
COMM SYSTEM

EP210 LISTEN-TALK RADIO COMM SYSTEM

HEARING PROTECTION, WHILE
STILL HEARING WHAT MATTERS.

EarPro earpieces provide effective hearing protection by blocking potentially dangerous
sound levels (above 85 dB) from entering your ear, while conversations and safe sounds
below 85 dB are allowed to enter and be easily heard. This permits you to protect your
hearing without missing important communications or audio cues. A low-profile,
ergonomic design and medical-grade polymer construction means you get a secure fit and
can wear EarPro earpieces for hours without discomfort—even with a helmet or mask, or
while using the phone or wearing headphones.

SONIC DEFENDERS® (EP3)

Passive hearing protection reduces potentially damaging noises
to safe levels, while allowing normal sounds to pass through.

EP4 Sonic Defenders® Plus earpieces provide all the hearing
protection and comfort of the EP3 Sonic Defenders but come
with one additional flange to fit those with larger ear canals.

EP6 SIGNATURE SERIES™ (EP6)

EP6 Signature Series earpieces, with their unique black-polymer
construction, were designed to protect the hearing of racing
professionals and fans alike. Ideal for the track or anywhere
hearing protection is needed. Identical in size to EP3s.

SONIC DEFENDERS® PLUS (EP4)


